
Artisan Sakés
                                                                                     TRY OUR   HOUSE HOT SAKE 

GEKKEIKAN   light and crisp,  well-                                                           6.00/ 8oz carafe  
HAKUTSURU   well-matured, full -bodied taste and mellow reverberation, smooth finish                             7.50/ 8 oz carafe  

                    SAKE CRUISE #   1                                            SAKE CRUISE #2    

TY  - KU SILVER, TY                  SHIRAKABE GURA,MURAI SUGIDAMA,WAKATAKE “DEVIL KILLER”                                                                         

                               $10.25                                                                                                       $14.95                                     
4oz        10oz

            
JUNMAI  sake with its own unique character                                                                       glass      carafe     bottle  
TY-KU SILVER   fresh and slightly sweet, subtle pear notes, softness on the palate                                              6.25          14.25     $34  

SHIRAKABE GURA    pear & nutmeg aromas with flavors of green apple, thick and mellow taste                      6.50          14.75          

TOZAI “living jewel”  complex aromas, flavors of white grape and anise, long & clean finish                            6.50          14.75       $35   
HATSUMAGO   smooth and complex taste with crisp refreshing end                                                                      7.25          16.25 
OTOKOYAMA
TEZUKURI

   very dry with sharp and rich full -  bodied taste  
rich,creamy aromas, sweet flavor and savory, nicely balanced                                                                            

   8.25           18.75
8.75         19.50

 

TENTAKA KUNI “    hawk in the heavens” crisp, roasted walnuts aromas, lengthy and dry finish                      10.50         23.75       $57 
 

 
 

GINJO   premium sake with aroma of fruits and flowers, rich and refined taste 
TY-KU BLACK (USA)      awards winner, refined & smooth, peach, spice, crisp                                                           7.95         17.95      $    41 

  

MURAI SUGIDAMA   med      - dry ,  full bodied, lush earthiness & melon flavors                      10.75  24.25      $53 
 

KANBARA “bride of the fox” intense aromas of grilled nuts, hint of white chocolate, crisp  finish                  11.95        26.50       $64   

MEIBO “midnight moon”  silky and fragrant aroma, smooth taste like a moonlight, 17oz                                           12.50        27.75          $49 
 

ICHIRIN    brilliant yet delicate, perfect harmony of smoothness and acidity   , 17oz                                                      14.50        32.50           $58 
 

MANOTSURU “four diamonds”  unique & outstanding,  lively  & fun , tropical fruits, clean finish, 17 oz   15.50        34.50        $60 
 

DAIGINJO    super premium sake, highest grade of sake, fruity and fragrant persistent aroma 
MU gold medal, fruity, dry and outstanding balance                                                                                                 11.50        25.95        $60   

HAKUSTURU DAI GINJO         flowery fragrant, silky and well balanced taste                                                              12.50       27.75        $65   

WAKATAKE “  devil killer ”  beautifully round and alluring sake, superb taste                                                        14.50       32.50        $79   

DASSAI “ otter fest 50”  clean, soft and very subtle, balanced aromas and well-rounded flavor                        14.95       33.50       $81   

TY-KU WHITE    ultra premium, limited production, unique richness, earthy & creamy                                        25.00     55.75      $134   

NIGORI   unfiltered sake, cloudy or “milky white” sake, silky texture  

TY-KU NIGORI   premium, silky texture with the refreshingly sweet taste of coconut and vanilla                      6.25       13.95        $33   

YAEGAKI    silky and creamy texture complemented by a touch of sweetness                                                         6.50      14.7 5         $35   

TOZAI “snow maiden” cloudy sake, fairly thick but still dry, bright & fresh aromas                                             6.95      15.50         $37   

MURAI   smooth with hint of cream, pineapple, coconut and vanilla, exceptional                                                  9.50       21.25        $49   

SPECIALITY SAKE 
BAN RYU (honjozo style)  light, fruity, notes of cherries & cloves, underlying smokiness                                    6.95        15.50 

“G” GENSHU JOY (18%)     cask-  strength, with character & body, scotch-  like taste                                                 8.75       19.50        $46   
OKUNO VODKA SAKE (24%)          very dry with a distinctive strong vodka taste                                                         11.95       26.25        $62  
ZIPANG (sparkling sake) lively & bright, hints of tropical fruits, medium-bodied, refreshingly light finish                          $12.50/8oz
KIZAKURA STARS (sparkling sake) harmony of light sweet, pure and sharp, lightly sparkling                                          $13.50/10oz         
KIKUSUI (honjozo, nama, genshu) rich yet light in taste, thick texture, real experience                                                     $17.50/7oz
NARUTOTAI (nama, genshu) dry with rich, velvety texture, high acidity, tropical citrus on the nose                                             $80         
 

 

-KU BLACK,TY-KU NIGORI

balanced with a clean, medium finish

COCKTAILS  &   SAKE BAR
Cocktails and Sakétinis

FRESH JUICES COCKTAIL (non-alcoholic)
orange, pear, green apple or carrot  4.50

MARGARITA
 agave especial, lime juice and triple orange  6.95

CAMPARI COCKTAIL (Nemo’s style)
    Served on the rocks

Cappelletti vino aperitivo, prosecco  6.95

MOJITO (traditional, mango or berry)
vodka sake,agave nectar lime, mint and soda  7.25

SAKE COLADA
Momokawa Pearl, coconut syrup, pineapple  6.95

TY KU LEMON DROP
TY-KU sake, lemon, simple syrup  6.95

ROYAL KIR or BELLINI
sparkling wine and cassis or 

apricot, bitters 6.95

SAKE BOMB
TY-KU sake and beer  6.50

SAKE MARTINI
vodka sake, dry vermouth, olives  7.50

COSMOPOLITAN
 vodka sake, cranberry juice, triple orange  7.50

PEAR or APPLE MARTINI
Asian pear sake, genshu and lime  7.25

LYCHEETINI
vodka sake, cranberry juice , lychee  7.50

BLOODY MARY
tomato juice, sake-vodka and seasonings  7.25

 SAKE MANHATTAN
cask-strength Genshu sake,sweet vermouth 

bitters, cherry garnish 7.25

NAPLES SEA BREEZE
vodka sake, cappelletti vino aperitivo

cranberry juice  7.50

VODKA SAKE SHOT
Ice cold with a lemon  5.95

   

 


